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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR TRACKING ing mouse movements ( or lack thereof ) , whether a web 
CHANGES BETWEEN A CURRENT STATE browser is active or not , etc. In an illustrative embodiment , 
AND A LAST STATE SEEN BY A USER this alert may take the form of a change in color of the 

displayed state and / or animating the state as it changes from 
BACKGROUND 5 the user's last seen state to be the current state . This provides 

a graphical indication to a user of which states have 
Technical Field changed . The system may then update the last seen state to 

the current state . 
The present invention relates generally to the display of Illustratively , the last seen state is stored in the JavaScript 

information and , more particularly , to alerting a user to 10 localStorage on a user's computer . In alternative embodi 
changes that have occurred to displayed information . ments , the last seen state status information may be stored in 

other locations . For example , an application may store the 
Background Information status info ion , the status information may be stored in 

cookies , etc. Depending on the location where the last seen 
In software systems , graphical user interface ( GUI ) dash- 15 status information is stored , the ability to provide alerts may 

boards are often utilized to display a plurality of data to a cross over sessions , apps , web site to application , etc. 
user in an easy to read manner . Such dashboards may be 
utilized in a variety of differing computer software environ BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
ments including , e.g. , monitoring / control systems , engineer 
ing systems , financial systems , etc. For example , in a 20 The above and further advantages of the present invention 
monitoring / control system , a dashboard may display tem- may be better understood in relation to the accompanying 
peratures , pressures , flow rates etc. In an exemplary financial figures , in which like reference numerals indicate identical 
system , a dashboard may display various financial measures , or substantially identical ele nts , of which : 
such as , e.g. , revenue , expenses , financial ratios , etc. FIG . 1 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary 

Typically , systems continuously update states displayed 25 network environment in accordance with an illustrative 
on a dashboard display in substantially real time to enable a embodiment of the present invention ; 
user to see the current state of the displayed information . A FIG . 2 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary 
noted disadvantage of such substantially real time updating server system in accordance with an illustrative embodiment 
of dashboard displays is that a user's focus may have left the of the present invention ; 
dashboard while an update occurs . For example , a user may FIG . 3 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary 
have a GUI window containing the dashboard open , but then client computer system in accordance with an illustrative 
minimize that window to perform some other action in a embodiment of the present invention ; 
different window . When the dashboard window is reopened , FIG . 4 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary 
no indication is made of what , if any , states changed . This mobile device in accordance with an illustrative embodi 
presents a noted disadvantage in that a user is left to rely on 35 ment of the present invention ; 
his or her memory to determine if any state has changed FIG . 5A is a view of an exemplary graphical user interface 
while his or her focus was elsewhere . This may result in the ( GUI ) window illustrating an exemplary financial dashboard 
user missing an important state change . For example , a user in a first state in accordance with an illustrative embodiment 
may miss that a particular state has begun moving in an of the present invention ; 
undesirable or dangerous manner . While typical software 40 FIG . 5B is a view of an exemplary GUI window illus 
systems may have alert levels for when certain states exceed trating an exemplary financial dashboard in a second state in 
predetermined thresholds , it is often advantageous for a user accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present 
to know that those states are getting close to the threshold invention ; 
level . FIG . 5C is a view of an exemplary GUI window illus 

45 trating an exemplary financial dashboard in a third state in 
SUMMARY accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present 

invention ; 
The noted disadvantages of the prior art are overcome by FIG . 5D is a view of an exemplary GUI window illus 

providing a system and method for tracking changes trating an exemplary financial dashboard in a fourth state in 
between a current state and a last state seen by a user . 50 accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present 
Illustrative embodiments of the present invention improve invention ; 
the operation of computer systems by enabling the improved FIG . 6 is a diagram of an exemplary status data structure 
display of changes of data in a dashboard or other graphical used to store a user's last seen state in accordance with an 
user interface ( GUI ) . During operation , while the user's illustrative embodiment of the present invention ; 
focus is on the dashboard's window , any substantially real 55 FIG . 7 is a flowchart detailing the steps of a procedure for 
time updates to the data displayed in the dashboard will alerting a user of changes to the state after focus has shifted 
become reflected in the stored last user seen state . from a dashboard in accordance with an illustrative embodi 
However , should the user shift focus by , e.g. , closing or ment of the present invention ; and 

minimizing a window , moving a window in front of the FIG . 8 is a flowchart detailing the steps of a procedure for 
window displaying the dashboard , shifting to another appli- 60 providing alerts to a user in accordance with an illustrative 
cation on a mobile device , etc. , the system will continue to embodiment of the present invention . 
update the current state as changes occur . However , when 
the system detects that the user has shifted focus back to the DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN 
dashboard displaying the data , the system will display an ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENT 
alert that highlights the changes between the user's last seen 65 
state and the current state . Illustratively , the system may FIG . 1 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary 
determine whether user focus has shifted by , e.g. , monitor- computer network environment 100 in accordance with an 
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illustrative embodiment of the present invention . Specifi- more virtual network interfaces , such as for Virtual Private 
cally , the network environment 100 comprises of a network Network ( VPN ) access , as is known to those skilled in the 
105 that is operatively interconnected with one or more art . 
servers 200 , clients 300 , and / or mobile devices 400. It The memory 205 comprises a plurality of locations that 
should be noted that network 105 is illustratively shown as are addressable by the processor ( s ) 220 and the network 
a single network entity . However , it is expressly contem- interface 240 for storing software programs and data struc 
plated that network 105 may comprise of a plurality of tures associated with the various embodiments described 
interconnecting networks of the same and / or differing types , herein . The processor 220 may comprise necessary elements 
including , e.g. , Wi - Fi networks , cellular telephone networks , or logic adapted to execute software programs and manipu 
local area networks ( LANs ) , and / or wide area networks 10 late data structures . An operating system 210 , portions of 
( WAN ) including , for example , the well - known Internet . which are typically resident in memory 205 and executed by 
The various network connected entities typically communi- the processor ( s ) , functionally organizes the server 200 by , 
cate over the network 105 by exchanging discrete frames or inter alia , invoking network operations in support of soft 
packets of data according to predefined protocols , such as a ware processes and / or services executing on the server . An 
Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol ( TCP / IP ) , 15 application 215 , portions of which may be resident in 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol ( HTTP ) , etc. Thus , for example , memory 205 , is executed by the processor to implement 
in an illustrative embodiment , a mobile device 400 may various functionality , such as an engineering monitoring 
communicate using a cellular telephone network to transmit system , a financial accounting system , etc. The descriptions 
data . The exemplary cellular telephone network may then be and illustrations contained herein are directed towards an 
interconnected with the Internet , which is further connected 20 exemplary application 215 that implements a financial 
to a LAN , which ultimately is operatively connected to accounting system . However , it should be noted that it is 
server 200 . expressly contemplated that the application 215 may imple 

Exemplary servers 200 , described below in reference to ment other types of systems . Therefore , the description of a 
FIG . 2 , may execute an application that produces a dash- financial accounting system application 215 should be taken 
board when communicating with software executing on a 25 as exemplary only . 
client 300 or mobile device 400. Client computer 300 , In accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the 
described further below in reference to FIG . 3 , may com- present invention , the application processes various data in 
prise a user's computer that executes an application in accordance with user commands and , in part , displays a 
accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present dashboard containing one or more states or values of one or 
invention . In alternative embodiments of the present inven- 30 more entries , such as financial accounts , ratios , etc. In an 
tion , client computer 300 may communicate in a client- illustrative embodiment , such states are displayed in a 
server relationship with server 200 to access an application graphical user interface ( GUI ) dashboard ; however , it is 
executing on the server . In other alternative embodiments of expressly contemplated that in alternative embodiments of 
the present invention , client computer 300 may execute a the present invention , such display of the states of one or 
web browser that accesses server 200 to display information 35 more entries may be done in non - dashboard environments . 
relating to an application . The GUI dashboard illustratively may be displayed on a web 

Mobile device 400 , described further below in reference page on a user computer 300 and / or mobile device 400. In 
to FIG . 4 , is also illustratively operatively connected to alternative embodiments , GUI dashboard may be displayed 
network 105. Illustratively , mobile device 400 may comprise by an application executing on computer 300 and / or mobile 
a smart phone , a personal digital assistant and / or a tablet 40 device 400. Therefore , the various descriptions of data being 
computer . More generally , mobile device 400 may comprise displayed in a dashboard window and the location of that 
any movable device capable of executing applications and / window should be taken as exemplary only . 
or accessing the worldwide web ( WWW ) via , e.g. , a web It should be noted that in an illustrative embodiment of the 
browser . present invention , the application 215 may be configured to 

Further , it should be noted that while a single server 200 , 45 operate in a client / server manner in which the application 
client 300 , and mobile device 400 are described and illus- 215 executes on the server , but displays data on a client 300 
trated , in alternative embodiments of the present invention , and / or mobile device 400. In alternative embodiments of the 
a plurality of such network entities may be utilized . There- present invention , the application 215 may interact with a 
fore , the description and illustration of a single server 200 , web server ( not shown ) executing on server 200 to provide 
client 300 , and / or mobile device 400 should be taken as 50 data or information accessible via a web browser that may 
exemplary only . be executed on , e.g. , client 300 or mobile device 400 . 
FIG . 2 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary The storage device 225 , which may be internal or external 

server 200 in accordance with an illustrative embodiment of to the server 200 , stores data associated with the operating 
the present invention . The server 200 may illustratively system 210 and application 215. In alternative embodiments , 
comprise of one or more network interfaces 240 , one or 55 storage device 225 may comprise a plurality of devices , 
more processors 220 , one or more storage devices 225 , and which may be internal and / or external to server 200. Storage 
a memory 205 operatively interconnected by a system bus device 225 may comprise a cloud - based storage , RAID 
235 . array , etc. in accordance with alternative embodiments of the 

The network interface 240 illustratively contains the present invention . In accordance with an illustrative embodi 
mechanical , electrical , and signaling circuitry for commu- 60 ment of the present invention , the storage device 225 stores 
nicating data over physical links coupled to a network . The a status data structure 600 , described further below in 
network interface may be configured to transmit and / or reference to FIG . 6 . 
receive data using a variety of different communication The status data structure 600 illustratively stores the last 
protocols , including , inter alia , TCP / IP , UDP , ATM , SONET , seen states of one or more entries that are tracked in 
HTTP , wireless protocols , Frame Relay , Ethernet , Fiber 65 accordance with illustrative embodiments of the present 
Distributed Data Interface ( FDDI ) , etc. Notably , a physical invention . The status data structure 600 is illustratively 
network interface 240 may also be used to implement one or shown as being stored on storage device 225. However , it 
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should be noted that it is expressly contemplated that the embodiments , the localStorage may be stored on storage 
status data structure 600 may be stored within memory 205 device 325. However , web browser 315 may retain a copy of 
during execution of the application 215. In accordance with the status data structure 600 in memory 305 for use in 
an illustrative embodiment of the present invention , storage replaying actions , etc. In alternative embodiments , the status 
of status information 600 on server 200 enables the appli- 5 data structure 600 may be stored in cookies 375 within 
cation 215 to synchronize last seen state information across storage device 325 , or in memory 305 of the computer 300 . 
web browsers , devices , etc. For example , a user may view an As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art , status data exemplary dashboard on a mobile device , close the appli structure 600 may be stored in a plurality of locations at cation on the mobile device , and then launch a web browser once . For example , an in - memory copy may exist for ready on a computer . Storage of status information 600 on the 10 access by web browser 315 or application 370 , but a server 200 would enable application 215 to track the last 
seen state in such an environment . persistent copy may be stored on storage device 325 to 

Further , in alternative embodiments , the status data struc enable tracking across reboots , new sessions , etc. Any 
ture 600 may be stored within the application 215 and / or in known synchronization techniques may be utilized to main 
memory 205. Depending on a particular embodiment and 15 tain consistency among various copies of status data struc 
desired implementation , the status data structure 600 may be ture 600 . 
stored in a variety of locations on server 200. Further , in In alternative embodiments , a local version of the appli 
alternative embodiments , the status data structure 600 may cation 370 may be stored in memory 305 and executed by 
not be stored on server 200 , but may be stored on client 300 processor 320. In such exemplary embodiments , status data 
and / or mobile device 400. Therefore , the description of the 20 structure 600 may be stored in memory 305 and / or on 
status data structure 600 being stored on storage device 225 persistent storage 325. In accordance with alternative 
should be taken as exemplary only and not limiting . More embodiments , the local application 370 may utilize the same 
generally , the status data structure 600 may be stored in any persistent status data structure 600 stored on storage device 
form of storage that may be accessed by the application to 325 as is used by web browser 315. This enables , e.g. , a user 
implement illustrative embodiments of the present inven- 25 to use the application 370 and change to web based use using 
tion . the browser 315 in a seamless manner . 

In alternative embodiments of the present invention , the FIG . 4 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary 
various functionalities may be distributed among a plurality mobile device 400 in accordance with an illustrative 
of servers . As such , the description of a single server 200 embodiment of the present invention . As noted above , 
should be taken as exemplary only . Also , while the embodi- 30 mobile device 400 may comprise any device capable of 
ments herein are described in terms of processes or services executing applications and / or accessing the World Wide 
implemented as software executing on a processor , alterna- Web . Illustratively , mobile device 400 may comprise a smart 
tive embodiments may include the processes described phone , a personal digital assistant and / or a tablet computer . 
herein being embodied as modules consisting of hardware , The mobile device 400 illustratively comprises network 
software , firmware , and / or combinations thereof . Therefore , 35 interfaces 440 , one or more processors 420 , a memory 405 , 
the description of software applications should be taken as a storage device 425 , and a cellular network card 445 
exemplary only . interconnected by a system bus 435 . 
FIG . 3 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary Memory 405 , processor 420 , storage device , I / O 460 , 

client computer system 300 in accordance with an illustra- operating system 410 , web browser 415 , and network inter 
tive embodiment of the present invention . The client com- 40 face 440 function similar to those components described 
puter system 300 , illustratively comprises a memory 305 , above . Display 450 may comprise a touchscreen that is used 
one or more processors 320 , one or more storage devices for both display and input purposes . Cellular network card 
325 , a network interface 340 , a display 350 , and one or more 445 may implement the circuitry to enable the mobile device 
forms of input / output ( I / O ) 360 that all operatively inter- to access one or more cellular networks for , e.g. , data 
connected by a system bus 335. Memory 305 , processors 45 transmission and reception . 
320 , storage device 325 , operating system 310 , and network Similar to that described above in reference to FIG . 3 , 
interface 340 illustratively perform similar functions as status data structure 600 may be stored in a variety of 
described above in relation to server 200 . locations on mobile device 400. As noted above , in an 

The display 350 may illustratively comprise a conven- illustrative embodiment , the status information may be 
tional liquid crystal display ( LCD ) computer monitor or 50 stored in JavaScript’s localStorage on storage device 425 . 
other visual display as are known to those skilled in the art . However , it is expressly contemplated that the status data 
The I / O system 360 may comprise , for example , a keyboard , structure 600 may be stored in other locations . Therefore , 
mouse , light pen , touchscreen and / or other forms of input- description of status data structure 600 being noted in 
ting data and manipulating GUI elements in accordance with storage device 425 should be taken as exemplary only . 
various embodiments of the present invention . In one illus- 55 FIG . 5A is an exemplary graphical user interface ( GUI ) 
trative embodiment , the I / O may comprise a keyboard and window 500A ( GUI ) illustrating a financial applications 
mouse that may be utilized to enter data and to rearrange a dashboard in a first state in accordance with an illustrative 
plurality of GUI windows . embodiment of the present invention . The window 500A 
A web browser 315 enables a user of the client computer illustratively displays one or more entries associated with 

system 302 to access a webpage provided by application 60 various financial reporting accounts , including , e.g. , sales 
215. Illustratively , the web browser 315 accesses a webpage revenue , 505A , service revenue 510A , miscellaneous rev 
provided by application 215 via web server ( not shown ) enue 515A , total revenue 520A , cost of goods sold ( COGS ) 
executing on server 200. In accordance with an illustrative 525A , office expense , 530A , advertising expense 535A , rent 
embodiment of the present invention , the web browser 315 540A , salaries 545A , depreciation 550A , taxes 555A , and 
implements the well - known JavaScript . In an illustrative 65 total expenses 560A . Further , exemplary charts 565 and / or 
embodiment , the status data structure 600 is stored within graphs 570 may be displayed within dashboard window 
the localStorage implemented by JavaScript . In such 500A . 
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It should be noted that the number , types , names , and 000 ) . The animation for the COGS 525C has begun and is 
arrangement of the various entries are shown for illustrative shown at an intermediate state ( $ 625,000 ) . The Total Rev 
purposes only . As will be appreciated by those skilled in the enue 520B has been updated to reflect the increase . An icon 
art , a dashboard , or other GUI window , may have an almost 585 is shown that illustrates that the COGS has increased by 
limitless number of configurations . The particular layout and 5 $ 50,000 . FIG . 5D is a diagram illustrating an exemplary 
arrangement of the various components of the dashboard GUI window 500D in a fourth state in accordance with an 
window 500A should be taken as exemplary only . In accor illustrative embodiment of the present invention . Window dance with various illustrative embodiments of the present 500D illustrates the state of window 500 after all animations invention , the components of window 500A may be varied have been completed and the window 500 is illustrating the as is known by those skilled in the art . 

Illustrative window 500A may be displayed while a user current state . Exemplary FIGS . 5A - 5D illustrate the multi 
step animations of first the sales revenue value 505A , B , C , D is actively monitoring the window , i.e. , has the user's focus and then the COGS value 525A , B , C , D as may be performed on the window . During such time , any updates to values will 

be shown in substantially real time within window 500A . in accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present 
Assume that at some point in time , the system detects that 15 invention . It should be noted that in alternative embodi 
the user has shifted focus from window 500A . This may ments , animations may occur simultaneously to reduce the 
occur by , e.g. , JavaScript executing within a web browser time required to get to the current state . Similarly , in 
detecting that there has been no mouse movement or key alternative embodiments , one or more values may be ani 
strokes for some time period , by detecting that the window mated simultaneously , and then a second group of one or 
500A has been closed , etc. As will be appreciated by those 20 more values may be animated , etc. Groups may be selected 
skilled in the art , there are a plurality of techniques to based on the relationships among values , which may be 
determine whether a user has shifted focus from a window . predetermined by the application or , in alternative embodi 
Further , depending on a particular implementation , e.g. , web ments , may be user configurable . 
browser , application executing on a computer , app executing FIG . 6 is an exemplary data structure 600 for storing 
on a mobile device , etc. , differing techniques may be avail- 25 status information in accordance with an illustrative embodi 
able depending on information that may be obtained from ment of the present invention . It should be noted that 
the computer system environment , operating system , etc. exemplary data structure 600 is shown for illustrative pur 
Any such technique maybe utilized in alternative embodi- poses only . In accordance with alternative embodiments of 
ments of the present invention . the present invention , the status information may be retained 

FIG . 5B is a diagram illustrating an exemplary GUI 30 within application 215 , or elsewhere . Further , in alternative 
window 500B in a second state in accordance with an embodiments of the present invention , the information 
illustrative embodiment of the present invention . The second described as being contained within the status data structure 
state as shown in window 500B is representative of the 600 may be stored in a variety of differing data structure 
system illustrating an alert to the user when the user's focus formats . For example , in an illustrative embodiment where 
has returned to the window after updates have occurred to 35 the status information is stored in localStorage of JavaScript 
one or more of the displayed values . Window 500A would running within a web browser , the information would be 
be displayed and , at some point in time , the system detects stored in the format defined by localStorage . Similarly , 
that the user's focus has left window 500A . For example , should the status information be stored in cookies accessible 
while the user's focus is not on window 500A , the sales by a web browser , the information would be stored in that 
revenue value 505B , service revenue 510B , and the COGS 40 format . More generally , status data structure 600 is used to 
value 525B increase . In prior art implementations , these store the last state of particular values that have been seen by 
values would be updated on screen in real time , which would a user . In alternative embodiments , it also stores the current 
result in the user missing notifications that the values state . However , in other alternative embodiments of the 
changed . In accordance with an illustrative embodiment of present invention , the current state is acquired from the 
the present invention , when it is detected that the user's 45 application 215 and is not stored with the last seen state . 
focus has returned to window 500 , the system will present Therefore , the description of status data structure 600 should 
an alert to the user to highlight the changes in values . In be taken as exemplary only . 
accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the present Illustratively , status data structure 600 comprises of three 
invention , the alert comprises of an animation of the value columns , an entry column 605 that identifies which entry 
from the last seen value to the current value . Further , in an 50 each row is associated therewith , a current status column 
illustrative embodiment , an icon or other image may be 610 , and a last seen status column 615. Each exemplary row 
displayed that shows the delta value ( i.e. , the direction and of the data structure 600 is associated with a particular entry 
total change in value ) while the animation is playing . If a that is tracked in accordance with illustrative embodiments 
plurality of values have changed , the animations may be of the present invention . Utilizing the exemplary financial 
played simultaneously or may be staggered . 55 dashboard window 500A , as described above , status data 

In the example described herein , where sales revenue structure 600 may have exemplary rows including sales 
505B , service revenue 510B , and COGS 525B have revenue 620 , service revenue 625 , miscellaneous revenue 
increased , window 500B illustrates a second state where the 630 , COGS 635 , office expense , 640 , advertising 645 , rent 
sales revenue value 505B is being animated and showing an 650 , and in alternative embodiments , additional and / or dif 
intermediate state ( $ 1,050,000 ) . An exemplary icon 575 is 60 fering rose 655. As is illustrated in exemplary data structure 
shown that illustrates that the sales revenue value 505B has 600 , row 620 representative of sales revenue , column 610 
increased by $ 100,000 . shows a value of $ 1,100,000 which is representative of the 

FIG . 5C is a diagram illustrating an exemplary GUI current state of that particular entry . In row 620 , a value of 
window 500C in a third state in accordance with an illus- $ 1,000,000 is stored in the last seen state , column 615. As 
trative embodiment of the present invention . In window 65 the stored states in column 610 differ from column 615 , the 
500C , the animation has completed for the sales revenue system has tracked that the current state is different from the 
505 , which now shows the updated value 505C ( i.e. , $ 1,100 , last seen state . 
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In alternative embodiments of the present invention , the occur because of the normal operation of the application . 
status data structure 600 may store additional information . That is , during operation of the application , transactions may 
For example , the status data structure 600 may store an be processed in a financial system , new data is received in 
intermediate value , i.e. , a value that is between the last seen a monitoring system , etc. 
and the current value . Such intermediate values may be 5 At some later point in time the system detects the change 
utilized to enable the system to highlight the change from a in user focus back to the application in step 730. As noted 
last seen value to the intermediate value before updating to above , the system may use any of a variety of differing 
the current value . An example of where an intermediate techniques to detect that a user's focus has returned to the 
value may be desirable is if the intermediate value exceeds application . Examples include , e.g. , detection of mouse 
some threshold . In such an alternative embodiment , upon 10 and / or keyboard activity , opening an application , maximiz 
detection of the user's focus returning to the window , the ing a window , etc. It is expressly contemplated that any 
system may highlight the change between the last seen value technique for detecting that focus has returned to the appli 
and the intermediate value to alert the user that a threshold cation or GUI window may be utilized in alternative 
was exceeded , albeit potentially on a temporary basis . embodiments of the present invention . Therefore , the 
Further , the storage of intermediate values may enable the 15 examples given should be viewed as exemplary only and not 
system to replay changes between two arbitrary points in limiting . 
time . In alternative embodiments , such intermediate states In response , the system highlights the changed states to 
may not be stored in status data structure 600 , but may be the user in step 735. The user value is then set equal to the 
recreated by application for display to use . Therefore , the server value in step 740 before the procedure loops back to 
description of storage of one or more intermediate states 20 step 720. In an exemplary embodiment of the present 
should be taken as exemplary only . invention , the highlighting of the change in state may 
As described further below , when a user's focus shifts comprise changing the color of and / or animating the state as 

back to the exemplary dashboard 500 , the system will it changes from the last seen state to the current state . As 
highlight the change in states . In one exemplary embodi- described above in relation to FIGS . 5A - 5D , in an illustra 
ment , this may comprise animating the value from the last 25 tive embodiment , values may be animated in a serial manner 
seen state , 615 to the current state 610 when the users focus while an icon is displayed to show the delta ( change and 
shifts back to the window . However , as described further direction ) between the last seen state and the current state . 
below , a variety of differing alerts may be utilized in In alternative embodiments , all values may be animated at 
accordance with alternative embodiments of the present once . In further alternative embodiments , one or more 
invention . 30 groups of values may be animated simultaneously , with 

In accordance with an illustrative embodiment of the other groups being animated serially . Additionally , non 
present invention , the system may monitor mouse move- numeric display values , e.g. , a graph , chart , etc. , may be 
ments and / or keystroke determine whether a user's focus similarly animated to show changes since the last seen state . 
has shifted . In alternative embodiments , detection of the For example , a pie chart may flash , and the various slices of 
closure of an application on a mobile device , closing 35 the pie chart may be highlighted while they grow or shrink 
opening a GUI window , etc. may also be used to detect from the last seen state to the current state . Another example 
whether a user's focus has left and / or returned to the would be a graph that flashes one or more graph lines as they 
dashboard . As will be appreciated by those skilled in the art , extend from the last seen state to the current state to draw 
there are a plurality of techniques that may be used to attention to the user that a change has occurred . More 
determine a user's focus . It is expressly contemplated that 40 generally , the system may be configured to highlight the 
the principles of the present invention may be used with any changes to the user when his or her focus has returned to the 
such technique . application . 
FIG . 7 is a flowchart detailing the steps of a procedure 700 It should be noted that in alternative embodiments of the 

for alerting a user in accordance with an illustrative embodi- present invention , the technique to highlight the changed 
ment of the present invention . The procedure 700 begins in 45 state may vary . As such , the description of changing the 
step 705 continues to step 710 where user logs into or color of and / or animating the state changing should be taken 
initiates an application . This may comprise executing an as exemplary only . 
application locally on a user's computer or mobile device , or FIG . 8 is a flowchart detailing the steps of procedure 800 
may comprise logging into an application executing on a for alerting the user in accordance with an illustrative 
server . During operation of the application , a dashboard is 50 embodiment of the present invention . Procedure 800 begins 
displayed to the user in step 715. Illustratively this dash- at step 805 continues to step 810 where a dashboard is 
board may be displayed via a web browser or on a locally displayed . At some later point in time , the system detects a 
executing application . At some later point in time , the change in user focus in step 815. As noted above , any of a 
system detects a change in the user focus in step 720. A plurality of techniques may be utilized to determine that the 
change in the user focus may be caused by for example , a 55 user's focus has shifted from the dashboard . 
user minimizing a window in which the dashboard is dis- After the user focus has left the dashboard , one or more 
played , closing the application , moving a window on a values are updated in step 820. Again , as noted above , this 
display so that it covers the dashboard window , bringing a may occur due to continued operation of the application , 
new application to the front when utilizing a mobile device , processing of transactions , new inputs from sensors , etc. 
etc. As noted above , the system may monitor mouse move- 60 depending on the type of dashboard and application that is 
ments and / or keystrokes to determine whether a user's focus being utilized . 
has left the window . For example , if no mouse movements A determination is made in step 825 whether one or more 
have occurred within a predefined time period , the system predefined triggers have been reached in relation to the 
may make the determination that the user has changed focus updated values . Examples of a trigger being reached , may 
from the window . 65 include the user bringing his focus back on the application , 

While the system is detecting that user focus is not on the a configurable time period expiring without the user bring 
dashboard , states are still updated in step 725. This may ing his focus back on the application , one or more of the 
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values of the entries differing from the last seen value by a 3. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein 
configurable margin , etc. Should a trigger not be reached , detecting that the user has shifted the focus from the GUI 
the system continues with no action and continues monitor- window comprises detecting that the user has minimized the 
ing until such a trigger point is reached . GUI window . 

Should a trigger be reached , the procedure continues to 4. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein 
step 830 where a predefined action is performed . The detecting that the user has shifted the focus back to the GUI system , such as application and / or software included in the window comprises detecting that an application associated displayed website , may implement any of a plurality of with the GUI window has been initialized . 
actions . In one embodiment , if the trigger is defined as a 5. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein particular value exceeding a predefined or configurable 10 the animating the one or more data values from the last seen threshold , the action may comprise sending an alert to the 
user . As the user's focus is not on the window , the alert may value to the current value occurs serially for each of the one 

or more data values . comprise , e.g. , emailing the user , sending a SMS or other 
message to the user , causing an audible alarm , etc. Once the 6. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein 
predefined action has occurred , the procedure 800 , then 15 the status data structure comprises JavaScript localStorage . 
completes in step 840 . 7. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein 

In an illustrative embodiment of the present invention , the status data structure is stored in a storage device asso 
procedures 700 and 800 may be executing concurrently . ciated with a mobile device . 
That is , should a user's focus return to the window , proce 8. A device comprising : 
dure 700 will be performed ; however , if the focus is not 20 a processor ; 
returned prior to a triggering event , procedure 800 will be a web browser executing on the processor of the device , 
executed . the web browser displaying a graphical user interface 

It should be noted that while the present disclosure is ( GUI ) displaying a set of data values ; and 
written in terms of dashboards , the principles of the present software executing on the processor , the software config 
invention may be utilized with any graphical user interface 25 ured to : 
in which the status of one or more entries is displayed . detect that a user has shifted a focus from the GUI ; 
Therefore , the term dashboard should be taken as exemplary detect that the user has shifted the focus back to the 
only and should be interpreted to encompass any such GUI ; and 
graphical user interface that displays status or value infor- in response to detecting that the user has shifted the 
mation . Further , while this description has been written in 30 focus back to the GUI , highlight changes between a 
terms of a financial software system , the principles of the last seen state of the set of data values and a current 
present invention may be utilized with any form of software state of the set of data values , wherein highlighting 
system that displays information in a graphical user inter the changes comprises displaying an icon showing a 
face . As such , the description of a financial system should be magnitude of change . 
taken as exemplary only . While various components have 35 9. The device of claim 8 wherein the device is a mobile 
been described as being implanted in hardware or software , device . 
it should be noted that it is expressly contemplated any of the 10. The device of claim 8 wherein the software is further 
functionality described herein may be omitted in hardware , configured to set the last seen state of each of the set of data 
software , firmware , or a combination thereof . values equal to the current state of each of the set of data 
What is claimed is : 40 values after highlighting the changes . 
1. A computer implemented method , comprising the steps 11. The device of claim 8 wherein highlighting the 

of : changes comprises animating a portion of the GUI to show 
displaying , on a screen , a graphical user interface ( GUI ) a transition between the last seen state and the current state 
window illustrating one or more data values ; of the set of data values . 

detecting that a user has shifted a focus from the GUI 45 12. The device of claim 8 wherein the software is further 
window ; configured to detect that the user has shifted the focus from 

determining whether the user has shifted the focus back to the GUI by determining that a mouse has not moved in a 
the GUI window ; predetermined amount of time . 

in response to determining that the user has shifted the 13. A device comprising : 
focus back to the GUI window , highlighting one or 50 a processor ; 
more changes between a current value of the one or an application executing on the processor of the device , 
more data values and a last seen value of the one or the application displaying a graphical user interface 
more data values , wherein highlighting one or more ( GUI ) that displays a set of data values to a user ; and 
changes between the current value of the one or more the application configured to : 
data values and the last seen value of the one or more 55 detect that the user has shifted a focus from the GUI ; 
data values comprises animating the one or more data detect that the user has shifted the focus back to the 
values from the last seen value to the current value ; GUI : 

displaying an icon illustrating a magnitude of change in response to detecting that the user has shifted focus 
between the last seen value and the current value for at back to the GUI , highlight changes between a last 
least one of the one or more data values , and seen state of the set of data values and a current state 

storing , in a status data structure , the current value of the of the set of data values , wherein highlighting the 
one or more data values as the last seen value of the one changes comprises displaying an icon showing a 
or more data values . magnitude of change ; and 

2. The computer implemented method of claim 1 wherein store the current state of the set of data values as the last 
detecting that the user has shifted the focus from the GUI 65 seen state of the set of data values . 
window comprises detecting that a mouse has not been 14. The device of claim 13 wherein the GUI is a dash 
moved for a predetermined amount of time . board . 

60 
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15. The device of claim 13 wherein the device is a mobile 

device . 
16. The device of claim 13 wherein the application detects 

that the user has shifted the focus from the GUI by deter 
mining that no input has occurred for a predetermined 5 
amount of time . 

17. The device of claim 13 wherein the application detects 
that the user has shifted the focus back to the GUI by 
determining that the application has been initialized . 
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